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The following begins with a description prepared for the Popular Education
Forum for Scotland. See Crowther, J., Martin, I. & Shaw, M. (1999) (p. 4).
‘Popular education is understood to be popular, as distinct from merely
populist, in the sense that:
•
•
•

it is rooted in the real interests and struggles of ordinary people
it is overtly political and critical of the status quo
it is committed to progressive social and political change.

Popular education is based on a clear analysis of the nature of inequality,
exploitation and oppression and is informed by an equally clear political
purpose. This has nothing to do with helping the 'disadvantaged' or the
management of poverty; it has everything to do with the struggle for a more
just and egalitarian social order.
The process of popular education has the following general characteristics:
•
•
•

its curriculum comes out of the concrete experience and material interests
of people in communities of resistance and struggle
its pedagogy is collective, focused primarily on group as distinct from
individual learning and development
it attempts, wherever possible, to forge a direct link between education
and social action.

Although the term has come to be associated with relatively recent
developments in Latin America, it has strong resonances with both the radical
tradition in British adult education and the distinctively Scottish interest in
promoting democratic access to the exploration of ideas and to the debate
about what counts as worthwhile knowledge.
Popular education seeks to connect the local and the global. In every context it
proceeds from specific, localised forms of education and action, but it
deliberately sets out to foster international solidarity by making these local
struggles part of the wider international struggle for justice and peace.’

DEFINING POPULAR EDUCATION
Rick Flowers (2004)
There are multiple traditions of popular education. In 1858 the British
parliament appointed a royal commission to
inquire into the present state of popular education in England, and to consider
and report what measures, if any, are required for the extension of sound and
cheap elementary instruction to all classes of the people (Skeats 1861, p. iii).

Skeats and the members of parliament, therefore, used the term popular
education, and historians interested in the struggles to provide education for
the masses and working classes continue to employ the term.
Another tradition that explicitly names itself as popular education is located
in Sweden. I asked Kjell Rubenson and Staffan Larson who have both been
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convenors of a national research network of popular educators in Sweden
why they choose to use the term popular education as opposed to community
education in their English-language publications. I suggested that the term
community education might be more readily understood by English-speaking
educators because it has more currency than popular education. They
explained that the study circles and folk high schools of Sweden were not
neutral community education providers but were developed, and are
maintained, by social and political movements – the unions, churches,
environmentalists and teetotallers to name a few – and are concerned with
social change (Larsson 2000, Arvidsson 1989, Sjunnesson 1998). In this respect,
they argue that the term popular education is more accurate.
Traditions of popular education can also be found in other parts of the world,
for example in the Philippines (Wagner 1998, Guevara 2002) and South Africa
(von Kotze 1996, Walters 1988 and 1996).
In this paper I discuss four of these traditions of popular education.
•
•
•
•

Working-class education in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
progressive and radical education
adult education for democracy in the early twentieth century
Freire and his ‘pedagogy of the oppressed.’

The term popular education conveys what each body of literature has in
common: a concern for an education that serves the interests of ‘ordinary’
people, as perceived by ‘ordinary’ people. There is an assumption of a conflict
between the interests of big business groups, particular political parties and
ruling classes on the one hand and the interests of ordinary people and
grassroots community groups on the other. The notion of ‘popular’ refers less
to the idea of education for the people, since conservatives, liberals and
radicals alike are interested in education for the people and more to the idea
of education by the people and with the people. With the prevalence of topdown forms and traditions of education, the idea of education by people and
with people takes on significant meaning.
Working-class education in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
One body of literature that employs the term ‘popular education’ arises from
the struggles of working class people in Europe and North America in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries to develop education that was controlled
by and for them. The principles and practices of popular education, if not
always the term itself, have been in existence for more than two centuries. In
the eighteenth century working class people in English-speaking countries
did not have the right to formal education and some educators and members
of the aristocracy seriously argued that education would confuse and agitate
working people. Some authorities conceded that education for poor or
working people might be useful so long as it was devoted only to basic skills
development.
Among outright opponents of the idea of charity schools was Bernard de
Mandeville, author of the Fable of the Bees, which included in its 2nd edition in
1723 an “Essay on Charity and Charity-Schools”. ......... the points he make are
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that (a) the poor do not need any education; (b) if they have learning, they
become too proud to work; (c) education makes servants claim higher wages
while at the same time they do not want to do servile work; (d) though it might
be reasonable to teach reading, the teaching of writing cannot possibly be
justified. De Mandeville’s thesis was a sociological and economic one: no nation
can be great without vast numbers of ignorant people to do the drudgery
(Neuburg 1971, p. 3).

Antagonism to education for the poor persisted into the nineteenth century.
Davies Giddy, member of parliament in a British House of Commons debate
in 1807, said:
.... Giving education to the labouring classes of the poor ..... would be
prejudicial to their morals and happiness; it would teach them to despise their
lot in life, instead of making them good servants in agriculture and other
laborious employments. Instead of teaching them subordination, it would
render them fractious and refractory (Neuburg 1971, p. 4).

With these sorts of views prevalent, support for the expansion of education
opportunities for the majority of the population – that is, the working and
peasant classes – was scant and scattered (Johnson 1988, Silver 1965) and
‘extensive’ education for the working ‘masses’ was only introduced after the
Reform Acts and Education Acts in the second half of the nineteenth century
(Johnson 1988, p. 14). The State provided scant education for the poor and
working classes right up to 1870 (Hogg and Tyson 1969, p. 7).
With such little state provision, Churches and religious societies played an
important role in education provision for the children of working people. But
Hogg and Tyson point out:
The various societies and denominations did not, however, constitute the only
avenues to the provision of popular education. Local effort was of the utmost
importance – even where help was given by the societies it had to be matched
by local subscription…Occasionally elementary schools were established
through private benefaction…. Many schools were set up by local employers…
These schools were supported by subscriptions from the workmen, the owners
for their part providing the school rooms and other material assistance (1969, p.
6).

Garfit suggests that popular education began with the schools. They
produced a class of new readers and that in turn gave impetus to popular
education for adults. But:
It was not an easy thing for all men to embrace popular education… They were
willing that the poor should learn to read, but did not see the necessity of their
being taught to think, and so when the new school … was erected… they began
to fear that they were going too far (1862, p. 16).

Neuburg traces the efforts of working people’s associations, particularly in
the period before 1870, to develop their own forms of education in the form of
'rag' magazines, study groups, and community activities. He describes, for
example, the establishment of the
reading club where working men would gather in order to discuss religion and
politics in a way that could hardly have been acceptable to holders of more
orthodox beliefs. ….. Whether these clubs were regarded as breeding grounds
for disaffection in politics and religion, or were taken to be notable examples of
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self-help in adult education, depended very much on one’s view of society
(1971, p. 148).

Silver suggests the ‘institutional story of popular education in the nineteenth
century is a kind of military history’ (Silver 1965, p. 15). Efforts to establish
and expand education for the ‘people’ met with fierce resistance. The
Mechanics Institutes were established for the purpose of ‘the diffusion of
science among the working classes’ (Brougham 1825 in Silver 1965, p. 210),
yet were seen by some as revolutionary. An article in Blackwood’s Edinburgh
Magazine (1825), for instance, asserted that the Mechanics Institute movement
was:
.. calculated to take the working classes from the guidance of their superiors …
to give a stimulus to those abominable publications which have so long
abounded, and fill the hands of the mechanics with them; to make these
mechanics the corruptors and petty demagogues of the working orders
generally, to dissolve the bonds between the rich and poor, create
insubordination, and foment those animosities which unfortunately prevail so
much already between servants and masters … (in Silver 1965, p. 213-214).

Silver (1965), Neuburg (1971) and Johnston (1981 & 1988) argue that, despite
this kind of tirade, much of the new education, particularly that of the
Mechanics Institutes, was quite conservative. It might be aimed at the
working classes, who up till then, had been excluded, but it sought to teach
them knowledge and skills that
would produce a more self-reliant, economically viable worker, capable of
living diligently within the status quo (Silver 1965, p. 236).

It did not foster learning that questioned the status quo. According to Silver
(1965), an underlying assumption of some of the ‘popular education thinkers’
was that poverty was inevitable. In fact, the constitution of many Mechanics
Institutes forbade discussions about politics at a time in the 1830s and 1840s
‘when agitation for political and social reform was central to the
preoccupations of working men’ (Silver 1965, p. 222).
Here we see an ambiguity in the history of popular education that continues
to this day. There were then, as there are today, concerted efforts to make
education more accessible to groups who, historically, had been excluded.
The people engaged in these efforts believed that they were shifting education
from an elitist to a popular form. Yet, in many cases, education continued to
be controlled by elitist interests and was simply being made more accessible.
The outcome, unpopular education, has been a gift to those social conservatives
who never wanted popular education anyway, but only, at most, a pacified
working class (Johnson 1988, p. 17).

What is truly ‘popular education’? Silver (1965) distinguishes between
‘popular’ education that ‘aimed to produce a specific kind of man for a
specific kind of role’ (p. 236) from ‘popular’ education that encouraged people
to oppose and imagine alternatives to the status quo. That second type of
popular education invariably, according to Silver, leads to participation in
social action. Johnson (1988) distinguishes between popular education
concerned with useful knowledge as opposed to really useful knowledge.
Useful knowledge serves the interests of others, in most cases employers, and
is often concerned with individual advancement. Really useful knowledge may
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be oppositional and supports independent, alternative analyses and collective
actions. Writers like Martin and Rahman (2001) and Thompson (2002) still
employ this distinction.
Writing about working people struggling for an independent and alternative
education in nineteenth century England, Johnson asked:
How were radicals to educate themselves, their children, their brothers and
sisters, within all the everyday constraints? Overwhelmingly the answer, in this
period, was we must do it ourselves! That way, independence can be preserved,
and real knowledge won (Johnson 1988, p. 14).

This body of literature and practice about popular education and independent
working class education in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in Britain
highlights the value of examining questions related to control and to whose
interests are being served. A group of resident activists in current times may
say to community workers they want to learn how to run meetings and write
funding submissions better. Training providers could easily respond with
pre-packaged courses. But in such a case the content and pedagogy of the prepackaged course would reflect the interests of external trainers and not
necessarily those of the residents. If, on the other hand, the resident activists
were given support to develop the content and control the pedagogy of the
‘course’ that would become an exercise in independent or popular education.
In this paper I have made use of historians like Silver and Neuburg, who were
writing some time ago. I have done this because they used or acknowledged
the term ‘popular education.’ More recent historians of this period of
education such as Fieldhouse (1996) give the same account as the earlier
historians but do not make use of the term ‘popular education.’ It is almost as
if the term - in relation to working class education at least – was forgotten for
three decades.
In this paper I have relied on English writers. But Australia has its traditions
of working class education as well. Roger Morris is an Australian scholar who
has worked in the tradition of the English educators and writers like
Raymond Williams, E.P.Thompson and Paul Johnson. He has celebrated the
contributions made by working class intellectuals, working class activists and
'ordinary' people to the story of Australian culture and Australian adult
education. He has done this through his teaching, through the conference
papers he has given in Australia, North America and Europe (eg. 1998, 1999),
through his research which he has reported in book chapters (1991, 1995) and
over a number of years in the form of erudite historical vignettes in the
monthly newsletter of the Australian Association of Adult and Community
Education. Morris co-ordinated a series entitled ‘Windows on the Past’ from
1993 to 1998 in the newsletter. In this series, he and other contributors wrote
about people like Alice Henry (Morris 1994), organisations like the WEA
(Shipp 1996), and movements like the Schools of the Arts and the Mechanics
Institutes (Elzey 1995). Morris's body of work becomes in effect a tribute to
this working class form of popular education in the Australian context.
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Progressive and radical education
By the dawn of the twentieth century, a new way of thinking about the nature
of the child, classroom methods, and the purposes of the school increasingly
dominated educational discourse. Something loosely called progressive
education, especially its more child-centered aspects, became part of a larger
revolt against the formalism of the schools and an assault on tradition (Reese
2001, p. 1).

Progressive and radical education literature describes the efforts, from the late
nineteenth century on, of educators who have sought to develop alternatives
to dominant and authoritarian forms of education and help working class and
community groups work towards self-determination. Most of this literature
focuses on schools. But it has also influenced adult, youth and community
educators.
Youth and community workers who prefer to distance themselves from the
idea that they are educators may take heart from the ideas of progressive
educators that:
… the child be an active, not passive, learner; that the teacher should be a
guide, not master; that the curriculum should adapt to a changing industrial
society, not remain lodged in the past; and that something needed to be done
about the many incompetent teachers who sent their pupils to nearly eternal
sleep (Reese 2001, p. 23).

Progressive educators believed in education for freedom ‘rather than restraint
in infancy’ (Stewart 1972, p. 466). This translated into a rejection of overly
planned curriculum.
For the bulk of the ordinary people education was pre-eminently concerned
with intellectual, moral, and spiritual training, with pre-meditated and selected
goals and practices, with curricula, subjects, and explicit methods, with teachers
teaching and pupils learning, with lessons understood and examinations
passed. (Progressive educators) were committed to something very different
(Stewart 1972, p. 468).

Indeed progressive and radical educators sought to change prescriptive
curriculum and teaching practices. In 1908 in Germany, progressive educators
founded a League for School Reform to gain freedom from ‘prescribed lesson
plans and minute regulations of the school bureaucracy’ (Lamberti 2000, p.
45). Ernst Weber in an address to that League asserted:
Whoever believes that a future generation can be educated to be free and
independent by such regimented teachers, by anxious and subaltern officials,
for whom any free decision within their profession is made impossible, is
entirely mistaken (quoted in Lamberti 2000, p. 45).

This sort of sentiment resonates with those of youth workers who value
learning that happens outside formal instructional settings. Related to this
tradition of ‘freedom’ in education is the perspective which places value on
learning about human relationships rather than cognitive and functional
knowledge. Progressive educators sought to value human relationships as
much as, if not more than, academic success.
Throughout the 200-year history of public schooling, a widely scattered group
of critics have pointed out that the education of young human beings should
involve much more than simply moulding them into future workers or citizens.
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The Swiss humanitarian Johann Pestalozzi, the American Transcendentalists:
Thoreau, Emerson, and Alcott, the founders of “progressive” education –
Francis Parker and John Dewey – and pioneers such as Maria Montessori and
Rudolf Steiner, among others, all insisted that education should be understood
as the art of cultivating the moral, emotional, physical, psychological and
spiritual dimensions of the developing child (Miller 1999, p. 2).

Stewart describes the student centred ‘model’ of progressive education in a
way which would ring true of many youth workers.
Using such a model the knowledge dimension in school is reduced and the role
of the teacher as intellectual authority is diminished. The fact that curricula
abridge and compress knowledge for coherence and mastery is played down:
pupils are expected to look after the knowledge aspect for themselves far more
than in the traditional school situation. In the personality dimension the childcentered teacher is not expected to instruct the pupil in what to believe, but to
lead him by discussion, and by example to accept worthy, but not very welldefined, objectives, and discussion is seen as a good instrument in itself (Stewart
1972, p. 469-470).

And in the following passage, the term ‘teacher’ could well be replaced by the
term ‘youth and community worker.’
Essentially the teacher is a guide, a therapist, a psychologist more than an
instructor and the assumption is that the pupil will come to see this and cooperate in the whole process. If the response of the pupil in the knowledge
dimension or in the personality dimension is not co-operative, the child centred
teacher tends to see this in terms of breakdown in personal relationships,
whereas to the traditional teacher it tends to appear as laziness or
incomprehension or moral weakness on the part of the pupil (Stewart 1972, p.
469-470).

A number of features in progressive education can also be found in popular
education theory and practice. For example, the idea that learners should be
regarded as subjects rather than objects of change advocated by Rousseau in
the eighteenth century is central to Paulo Freire’s theorising in the 1970s. The
notions of not being a teacher, of peer learning, of project based learning
versus fixed curriculum, of experience-based learning, and of a democratic or
participatory way of working are all features of popular education practice in
modern youth and community work settings. They were features advocated
by English progressive educators in the late eighteenth century. According to
Stewart (1972), David Williams working in the period 1830 to 1840 was the
first British educator to apply the following ideas in a school setting.
Experience-based learning:
(For Williams) education became a process that began with the pupil’s own
situation, and the function of a tutor was not to impose principles by authority
but to bring about situations in which the child could learn by means of his own
experience. Received ideas, either from books or from the teacher, interfered
with this process (Stewart 1972, p. 24/25).

Democratic and participatory learning:
Williams tried to involve the pupils themselves in the creation of a code of
conduct (Stewart 1972, p. 25).
Perhaps the most revolutionary step was William’s abdication of the traditional
role of teacher. ..... he gradually gave up his position as a teacher and became a
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member of every class, receiving instruction in common with pupils...... (Stewart
1972, p. 26).

Peer learning:
Williams put a boy who could not read under the care and tuition of another
boy... reciprocal assistance (as he called it) (Stewart 1972, p. 27).

Project-based learning:
William’s academy did not adhere to the common practice of having a fixed
curriculum, with regular lessons at particular times of the day. In some ways
Williams anticipated twentieth century practice in the integration of subjects
and the introduction of what is now called the project method (Stewart 1972, p.
29).

Another feature of educational practice in modern youth and community
work is the value placed on facilitating learning through skilled conversation
(see for example, Smith 1994 and Jeffs & Smith 1990). Progressive educators
were sceptical of fixed curriculum and believed in the power of kind and
erudite conversation.
Progressive and radical educators disagree with the idea that they have a
responsibility to mould and shape people, an idea which Simon (1972, p. 17)
argues was inspired by religious righteousness and a belief dominant in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries that education must serve the interests of
the existing ruling classes. Radical and progressive traditions believed in
facilitators rather than ‘teachers.’
In Chartism (1840) William Lovett..... sees the task of the teacher “not as that of
imposing knowledge and habits on the children, but of assisting them to acquire
knowledge and habits through their own activity, so exercising their reason and
moral judgement that they come to understand for themselves and know aright
(Simon 1972, p. 17).

Adult education for democracy in the early twentieth century
There is a body of literature about adult education for democracy in the early
twentieth century comparable in size to the body of literature about popular
education in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Two leading North
American adult education scholars of the time – Ruth Kotinsky (1933) and
Eduard Lindeman (1926) – made major contributions to the literature. Both
shared an interest in education which strengthens the capacities of people to
participate in decision-making. For Kotinsky the role of adult education in her
book
…. Adult Education and the Social Scene (1933) was to identify social problems
and deal with them in such ways as to make the participants intelligent and
responsible planners, rather than merely drifters and sufferers, or ruthless
schemers for personal advantage (Heaney 1996, p. 3).

Both Lindeman and Kotinsky were writing at a time when the state of
democracy in Europe was fragile, and their concerns with strengthening the
capacities of people in grassroots community groups for democracy have
relevance to the efforts of youth and community workers today. In
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disadvantaged communities in Australia the state of democracy is fragile. For
example, the capacity of tenants in many Australian public housing estates to
actively participate in community renewal and planning initiatives is limited
(ABC 2002; Farrar, Barbato and Phibbs 2001; Hugman and Sotiri 2001;
Gleeson and Randolph 2002). When community workers help tenants learn to
exercise leadership in housing estate management and community planning
they are strengthening grassroots democracy. Strengthening the capacity of
people, particularly those from poor and vulnerable groups, to participate in
decisions about planning their community’s future is at the heart of popular
education. Heaney (1996) argues that in the 1920s and 1930s ‘front line, grass
roots educators of adults’ (p. 8) – people concerned with promoting
democracy - were at the forefront of the North American adult education
movement but that they have since been subsumed or dominated by
vocational and organisational educators.
Kotinsky was critical that American adult educators were focusing more on
vocational training and less on the educational dimension of community
development. In concluding a discussion of the educational role of ‘the family
welfare agency, the medical profession, the church, service clubs, patriotic
societies and the like’ (1933, p. 84) she argued against narrow skills training
and proposed that the role of the adult educator was to help community
workers better understand and promote the educational dimension of their
practice.
One function for a distinct and conscious adult education movement lies in ….
making organized agencies conscious of their educational responsibilities ….
making the adult public more educable through dealing with it educatively, by
making education more consciously an end in view….. It has been found,
however, that though the fountain heads of the adult education movement in
America were somewhat social in character and outlook, they tended toward
the academic than the realistic treatment of these very factors which brought
them about. There was some tendency toward the reduction of adult education
to adult schooling (1933, p. 109 – 111).

The following quotes by Lindemann mirror Kotinsky’s vision for an adult
education that goes beyond training and is concerned with building a better
social order.
From many quarters comes the call to a new kind of education with its initial
assumption affirming that education is life….. education conceived as a process
coterminious with life revolves about non-vocational ideals. In this world of
specialists every one will of necessity learn to do his work…. but adult
education more accurately defined begins where vocational education leaves
off (1926, p. 4 – 5).
In what areas do most people appear to find life’s meaning….. Briefly, they
want to improve themselves; that is their realistic and primary aim. But they
want also to change the social order so that vital personalities will be creating a
new environment in which their aspirations may be properly expressed (1926,
p. 8 – 9).

John Dewey, whose writing included Education and Democracy (1916), also
highlighted the challenge of education for a better ‘life’.
To prepare him (the child) for future life means to give him command of
himself: … so that he will have the full and ready use of all his capacities
(Dewey 1966, p. 27).
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Lindeman and Kotinsky expanded Dewey’s notions to
adults who throughout their lifespan struggle to participate in social and
economic decisions affecting them. The effectiveness of widespread
participation in decision-making, such as democracy requires, demands
ongoing and timely strategies for adults to reflect on and learn from their
experiences and experiences of others (Heaney 1996, p. 2).

The type of adult education for democracy that Lindeman and Kotinsky
advocated was not merely formal textbook instruction about governance and
citizenship. They were more interested in supporting education for
community action. Lindeman, for example, highlighted the importance of
community action groups as sites of learning for democracy.
… To combat the danger of …. dictatorship and violence … so rife in the 1930s
in Germany, Spain and Italy…. a nation’s citizens must be politically
sophisticated and used to participating in democratic groups. Since adult
learning groups were of this nature they were a crucial training ground for
democratic participation…. Lindeman declared that the participation of citizens
in informed social action was the hallmark of a democratic society (Brookfield
1987, p. 137).

By highlighting education for community action versus education about
democracy Lindeman and Kotinsky are signalling their belief that education
should not merely be about equipping people with skills and knowledge to
participate more effectively in community affairs, but that education should
be about helping people plan and bring about social change.
Freire and pedagogy for the oppressed
In the early 1960s in Brazil Paulo Freire developed an innovative approach to
literacy education. He worked with rural peasants and urban slum dwellers
and believed that learning literacy for oppressed people like these should
mean much more than simply learning to read and write. Friere argued that
educators should help people analyse their situation, and saw literacy as part
of the process of engaging in this analysis. As people came to know their
world, so they could act on it in order to change it. Friere aimed to shift his
learners from passivity to a critical and active awareness and he used the term
'conscientization' to describe this type of transformation.
Freire has had an enormous influence on the practices and theories of
educators who work with people who are poor, oppressed and exploited. His
influence has been so significant that many practitioners and writers attribute
popular education to Freire. An extensive body of literature has arisen
devoted to a discussion of his ideas and of how they have been applied.
Freire argues that the content of education should draw on the experiences of
the people. For youth and community workers this means avoiding
standardised curricula but using local knowledge and issues as the basis of
educational initiatives.
Freire gave currency to the notion of cultural action and argued that a main
educational challenge is to shift people from seeing themselves as recipients
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of culture to seeing themselves as makers of culture. People who have
experienced social exclusion, poverty, discrimination, and alienation in
formal education will often have a negative assessment of their capacity to
influence change. They will see themselves as objects of, rather than subjects
in, history. Freire identified ‘generative themes’ in the discourse of his
learners and developed materials to trigger discussion and analysis of these
themes. In the case of his own early practice, he commissioned artists to
produce series of pictures evoking themes which he and his team of educators
used in order to provoke dialogue.
In my experience, many adult educators do want to plan and facilitate
learning that begins with the experience of the people they are working with
but do not know how. Freire drew on the skills of artists. Who better to depict
and reflect back issues and themes that arise from people’s experiences? Art
generated from contextually specific themes can be used by skilled facilitators
to create a dialogic learning experience very different from didactic
instruction. There are now popular education handbooks which describe
creative ways to use various forms of art to encourage participants to reflect
on their own experiences, engage in dialogue and decide on action. (See for
example, Arnold & Burke 1983a, 1983b and 1991).
Freire’s pedagogy has influenced a body of practice called community
cultural development which constituted one of the major research focii of the
Centre for Popular Education at the University of Technology, Sydney. The
Centre was commissioned by several agencies to study the work of various
arts groups and artists engaged in youth and community development
projects. These have included theatre companies, visual artists, circus
performers, writers and dancers. In all the projects the arts workers have
sought to support people in poor and disadvantaged communities to research
problems, devise solutions and act, perform, exhibit or publish. Together with
youth and community workers they have planned and facilitated
collaborative art-making. These types of community cultural development
project represent a translation of cultural action. Arts and community workers
are helping people engage in struggle and make culture. The Centre for
Popular Education at UTS, in its turn, was asked to further develop theories
and approaches to their practice, and evaluate their educational and social
impact.
Common features of popular education
Richard Johnson defines popular education as that which:
means starting from the problems, experiences and social position of excluded
majorities, from the position of the working people, women and black people
(Johnson 1981 in Deem 1993, p. 235).

All four bodies of literature outlined above have in common a concern with
helping excluded people exercise more leadership. This is underpinned by a
belief that ‘grassroots community people should be leaders in deciding what
changes are needed in their own communities’ (Highlander 2002). Popular
education is concerned with strengthening pluralist and participatory
democracies.
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Most of the popular education literature relates to educational initiatives with
the poor and oppressed but the pedagogical processes can be used in other
contexts - for example, raising the general public’s awareness about
environmental concerns. There might be differences in degree but the
processes and principles of popular education are theoretically applicable in
any context. Indeed some have been taken over and used, perhaps in corrupt
forms, in human resource development. Photo kits ostensibly based on
Freiran ideas and practice, for example, are sometimes used in HRD and
training contexts to evoke emotional responses as opposed to dialogic
analysis.
For those advocating or drawing on forms and traditions of popular
education there is, however, a two-fold problem. Firstly, 'education' has a
marginal status. This has been repeatedly confirmed in research conducted by
the Centre for Popular Education at the University of Technology, Sydney.
Activists - be they working with young people, in the health sector, in
environmental advocacy or in community cultural development - often do
not perceive their work as 'educational.' Many who are engaged in
environmental advocacy and development work are more interested in
marketing, public relations or direct action (Guevara, Flowers and Whelan
2004). Many community cultural development workers are more interested in
artistic and community development outcomes and see the idea of supporting
learning about 'community' and culture as separate and less important. In
health promotion there is ongoing contestation between a dominant tradition
of service delivery and mass-communication activities and a subordinate
tradition of community education and community development.
The second element to this problem is that the term 'educational' is widely
understood as meaning teaching, rather than the facilitation of learning.
School teachers can reinforce this understanding by equating education with
teaching and labelling what happens outside schools as unimportant. This
was a key finding of a recent research project undertaken in Western Sydney.
Andrew Chodkiewicz and Debra Hayes, for example, found that ‘teachers
and principals did not generally perceive parents or their local communities
as resources for learning (2002, p. 89).
Popular education can contribute to the efforts of those engaged in helping
'ordinary' people have more power and opportunity - whether these efforts be
called capacity building or building social capital. At the heart of popular
education theory and practice lies the challenge of helping people come to
know, understand, and tell their stories and those of others. This translates
necessarily into education which is learner-centered rather than didactic;
which builds on the issues and experiences of the learners rather than
materials designated by teachers, experts and authorities; which helps people
understand their situation; and which helps them act strategically. Storymaking and story-telling is part of the practice of cultural action whose aim is
to move people from the notion that they are merely consumers, audience
members, participants, and objects to the notion that they are ‘shakers and
movers’, the makers and performers of history and culture.
There are, however, forces that can take the edge off popular education work.
These can be found, for example, in the current discourses on social capital
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and community building. At first glance these discourses seem in accord with
popular education because they focus on interaction, active participation,
people talking up for themselves, local solutions to local problems, and so on.
Here, for example, is a policy statement about neighbourhood renewal from
the Victorian government in Australia.
To narrow the gap between the most disadvantaged neighbourhoods in
Victoria and the rest of the State by working with local communities and
business providing services. Neighbourhood renewal empowers local
communities to shape their own futures. The initiative builds on the strengths
of each community and enhances local skills, capacity and leadership
(Community Builders Unit, Premiers Department 2002).

But what is often missing is a concern with social and material change and
with the development of a critical consciousness. It is one thing to help people
create and tell stories, but another to help them understand social and
political structures and to act strategically to change those structures. The
discourses of social capital and community building are located in a humanist
framework and good practice is often judged by the extent to which people
interact.
Popular education practice in the Frieran or radical and progressive education
sense, however:
•

goes beyond responding to people's needs and helps people assert
their rights

•

does more than promote active participation. It fosters robust debate,
encourages questioning, fosters a sense of indignation and anger, and
at times supports confrontation

•

does more than help people feel more informed, responsible and selfreliant. It helps people to take action and actively pursue alternative
visions for the future.

•

helps people not just feel empowered but actually strive for more
power.

The link between the terms ‘popular’ and ‘culture’ is a longstanding one.
The idea of ‘popular culture’ makes its appearance in the late eighteenth century
as opposed to ‘learned culture’ first formulated by the German writer J.G.
Herder. The ‘popular’ here was discovered by the intellectual upper classes for
whom it indicated everything they thought they were not: the ‘other’ of the
‘sophisticated, natural, simple, instinctive, irrational and rooted in the local soil’
(Burke, 1981 quoted in Steele 1999, p. 97).

Traditions of popular education recognise and value this kind of culture.
Popular education is not simply about making education more accessible to
grassroots people. It is about designing education so that the knowledge,
values and perspectives of grassroots people is privileged and shapes the
curriculum. We should continually remind ourselves how education
privileges the interests and knowledge of certain groups of people at the
expense of others. Neuburg (1971) and Silver (1965) have written about how
dominant educational discourses in eighteenth and nineteenth century
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England repressed ‘popular’ forms of knowledge. E. P. Thompson argued
that the nature of much formal education in nineteenth century England
actively excluded working class perspectives. He said that education too often
entailed a denial of the validity of the life experiences of the learners ‘as
expressed in the uncouth dialect or in traditional cultural forms’ (Thompson
1968, p. 312).
We can see popular education in opposition to dominant forms and traditions
of education. Several writers comment that in the second half of the twentieth
century education became predominately technicist and concerned with
vocational competencies. Heaney writes:
The subordination of education to the workplace and learning to the
development of job-related ‘competencies’ has privileged instrumental
knowledge and the techniques by which such knowledge is transmitted
(Heaney 1996, p. 7).

Beder talks of a ‘new’ understanding of adult education in which
•
•
•

Critical understanding, central to Lindeman’s understanding of adult
education, was replaced by developing skills
The remnants of humanist concern found in Knowles’ conceptualisation of
andragogy were replaced by the adult learner as consumer, and
Adult education became systematized and institutionalized – in a word it
was reduced to a form of schooling (Beder 1987, p. 109).

I conclude this paper, therefore with the following table in which I place the
commonly accepted assumptions about popular education against those of
the dominant or traditional approaches to education.
POPULAR

DOMINANT/TRADITIONAL

Learning in action

Learning through absorption

Bottom-up, negotiated and inclusive

Top-down, professionalising and exclusive

Problem solving and action

Pre-determined institutional and national
goals

Education for social capital

Human capital development

Learning to conspire

Learning to be inspired

Education to champion rights

Education to meet needs

Education for resisting hegemonic ways of
thinking
Education to strengthen the capacity of
grassroots leaders
Education for community leadership

Education for conforming with hegemonic
ways of thinking
Education to strengthen the capacity of elite
leaders
Education for individual leadership

Education for social change

Education for individual change

Education for powerless groups

Education on merit

Education for the common good

Education for private good
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Education to support self-help initiatives
Mass education

Education to help organizations manage
employees
Education as access to privilege

Education as the great equaliser

Education as the great selector

Education as political and social action

Education as methodology

Education for community development and
empowerment
Education as passion and commitment

Education for individual achievement and
empowerment
Education as technique

Education for community and nation

Education for good citizenship

Education for economic, social and political
democracy
Education for participant-directed learning

Education for social mobility, private life,
consumerism, authority and order
Education for self-directed learning

Education for critical understanding

Education for skills development

Education for reflection

Education for diffusion of knowledge

Education for social responsibility

Education for autonomy

Learner of education

Consumer of education

Concern for social context

Concern for technique
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